Dresden, September 23th, 2019

PACKWISE COMPANY PROFILE
Dresden (Packwise) - Packwise GmbH is a service provider and Consulting company based
in Dresden in the field of intelligent organisation of transport packaging for the chemical,
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries, food industry and for paints and varnishes.
Packwise has made it its business to manage the entire process of packaging organisation in
the processing industry economically and ecologically more sensible than today and thus
revolutionize the industry. In addition Packwise offers to manage the entire packaging
organisation of an industrial companies profitably and in a resource-saving manner.
Alternatively, Packwise offers larger companies the know-how to and the technologies
around the intelligent packaging organization integrated in the existing supply chain.
Intermediate Bulk Containers (ÌBC) and drums are globally standardized transport
packaging for liquid and pourable materials. This predestines them for digitization. Digital
networking enables the step towards intelligent packaging cycles. Intelligent packaging
circuits are for the comparison of economic and ecological sense; so also in consideration of
customer requirements, open or closed circuits.
In this way and through the mechanisms or the cost pressure of a functioning marketplace
the maximum number of of recycling cycles, i.e. their value is maintained over a long period
kept stable according to their use. They are connected to the reprocessed and reconditioned
in the most resource-saving way, and transport routes are significantly shortened. The
recycling of the transport packaging and the extraction of secondary raw materials such as
steel, plastic and wood are the very last option. The CO2 footprint of the use of industrial
packaging becomes so clear on the one hand reduced.
On the other hand, a new and effective profit is generated in the company center was
created. The purchasing department does not save on the purchase of a new IBC or barrel,
but at the end of use by selling the emptied transport packaging at a fair and market-driven
price. Furthermore, digitisation enables a high degree of automation towards efficient
workflows in the packaging organization with little administrative effort. Processes, like the
production of transport documents is automated. The search for suitable partners for
collection is not necessary. Through the resubmission and filter function, all offers can be
easily and clearly set and manage.
Packwise is the expert in intelligent packaging circuits for IBCs and drums in the process
industry. The company provides a qualified and a specialized network of partners who are
ready to provide reuse, reconditioning and recycling, for disposal and logistics always the
most suitable and geographically closest solution for the customers.
The Packwise network enables transport packaging with dangerous goods reuse and
achieve fair prices for emptied IBCs and drums. Packwise guarantees the reliability and
safety of the brokered services within its partner network. Data security, customer and
product protection as well as legal conformity are guaranteed.
The marketplace for emptied IBCs and drums www.packwise.de is especially intended for
small and medium-sized enterprises that use their transport packaging reliable and safe at a
certain time and at a fair market price.

A solution for packaging organization that provides an interface and integration
into the customer's existing supply chain, offers great flexibility and companies also have the
opportunity to extend their entire process chain of filled and emptied IBCs from purchase to
sale and to monitor and control.
The intelligent IBC lid "Smart Cap" provides real-time information on localization and filling
levels (track, trace & sense technology as Internet of Things solution). Purchasing
processes, warehouse management, internal logistics processes can be integrated into the
Packwise solution and create additional efficiency in the company.
About Packwise
Packwise is the independent expert for intelligent packaging circuits from
IBCs and drums in the process industry. Packwise networks the market participants.
The intelligent packaging organisation automates processes and minimises
administrative effort. It is based on platform and wireless
IoT technology for real-time information and enables maximum efficiency,
Preservation of the value of transport packaging and thus conservation of resources.
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